"If I wasn't already principal of this building, I would want to be!"

"We have the best kids!"

Our Principal, Mr. Hilderley

Our Vice Principal, Mr. Lewis

[ We really have great kids and an amazing staff. I enjoy my job!]

We really have great kids and an amazing staff. I enjoy my job!
NEW STAFF

Mrs. Hardy

Mrs. Echter

Mr. Benschoter

Mrs. Racine

Mr. Dailey

Mrs. Anastasoff

Mrs. Smith

Mrs. Barden

Mrs. Hoffmeister

Mr. Schmidt

Mrs. Lafollette
IN LOVING MEMORY OF CHEYANNE

Dear Cheyanne,

We Miss you and love you
Alot

From The City of Tecumseh
As you look back on your middle school years we ask you to remember the time you had with Cheyanne Denniss. One person can make a huge difference, she is proof of that.

November 29th, 2010
The First day of School!!! OMG! I'm not ready! OOHHH, why can't summer last?!
School Daze, I mean Days!

Memories

Laughter
Staff

Ms. Adams
Mr. Amo
Mrs. Anastasoff
Mrs. Barden
Mr. Benschoter
Mr. Biscupski
Mrs. Breeze
Mr. Bundas
Mrs. Bush
Mr. Casey
Mr. Dailey
Mrs. Davis
Mrs. Desmet
Mrs. Echter
Ms. Elliott
Mrs. Etherton-Govro
Mrs. Eubanks
Mr. Flores
Mrs. Foley
Mrs. Garner
Mrs. Gentry
Mr. Gibson
Mrs. Gibson
Mrs. Glascock
Mrs. Gnodtke
Mr. Gritzmaker
Mrs. Gross
Mrs. Grotbeck
Mr. Haesler
Mr. Haesler
Mrs. Hardy
Mrs. Harrison
Mrs. Hess
Mr. Hilderley
Mr. Hoag
Mrs. Hoffmeister
Mr. Holman
Mrs. Hook
Mr. Hughes
Mr. Jastrow
Mrs. Kasper
Mrs. Kasper
8th grade

Good Times

Good Laughs

Good Fun
8th Grade

Grant Anschuetz
Joshua Arbini
Mariah Armstrong
Jeffrey Arnett
Pete AuGostino
Kaylynn Austin
Matthew Austin

Reid Bakus
Eryn Barnes
Emily Bartel
Miranda Bartel
Ashley Barth
Neal Bauer
Cassidy Behnke

Hannah Betzoldt
Baylee Beyer
Hunter Beyer
Jacob Blythe
Benjamin Boettcher
Heather Bokor
Tanner Boss

Hunter Boyd
Shania Boyd
Nathan Brady
Emilee Braun
Justin Breitenwischer
Cassandra Brown
Paxton Brown

Austin Buchanan
Jennifer Bundtzen
Jennifer Burgess
Claire Burnett
Evan Cadmus
Wyatt Cadmus
Tricia Calkins

Lauren Carrier
Riley Carrier
Connor Church
Ma'clah Clay
Kyla Cleere
Alexandria Clough
Nathaniel Coffin

Isaac Cole
Dylan Coleman
Nathaniel Coleman
Ian Comer
Caitlin Congden
Cody Cooley
Sabrina Covell

Levi Coward
Brenden Crim
Brynty Cubberly
Angela Davis
Lindsay Delisle
Alexandros Deming
Karly Dennis
Cheyanne Denniss
Jack Dick
Oriana Dries
Bradley Duncan
Collin Eberle
Bradley Eddinger
Garret Elarton

Evan Eldred
Andrew Entrup
Rylie Farinha
Ariana Farzin
Olivia Fazekas
Amber Flores
Edward Ford

Haley Frederick
Monica Geekie
Emily Gensch
Alexander Gilbert
Savana Gilgallon
Alexander Gillen
Jaclyn Goble

Bryant Hagemann
Taylor Haggard
Adam Halasz
Kelsey Hammer
Evan Harrison
Tatum Harvey
Chase Hatfield

Jeremy Hatfield
Christopher Hawkins
Mackenzie Hawley
Samantha Hebert
Hannah Heers
Tori Helsel
Isaac Henry

Courtney Herron
Payton Hertel
Ashley Higgins
Anthony Hill
Sarah Hodgman
Jessie Huddleston
Ethan Humphries

Sarah Humphries
Vincent Hunter
Kalah Jeffrey
Austin Johnson
Hannah Johnson
Mariah Johnson
Rebecca Jung

Corbin Karle
Sharon Kaska
Elissa Kodzierek
Erica Keller
Curtis King
Alyson Knisel
Cassandra Kohler
8TH GRADE BABY PICTURES

1. Alex Gillen
2. Alex Muckensturm
3. Alexis Mauricio
4. Allie Clough
5. Allie Stocker
6. Alyson Knisel
7. Anastasia Smith
8. Ashley Barth
9. Ashley Pierson
10. Ben Boettcher
11. Bethanie Puckett
12. Brenden Cribb
13. Brooke Mostowy
14. Caleb Mclaughlin
15. Cassidy Behnke
16. Caitlin Congdon
17. Claire Burnett
18. Conner Palm
19. Conner Church
20. Courtnie Lama
21. Diamond Tirado
22. Drew Morgan
23. Dylan Coleman
24. Elissa Kedzinek
25. Emilee Braun
26. Eryn Barnes
27. Evan Cadmus
28. Gabby Torres
29. Hailey Wright
30. Haley Fredrick
31. Hannah Heers
32. Hannah Johnson
33. Heather Reppert
34. Hunter Willis
35. Ian Comer
36. Illyanna Mensah
37. Jaclyn Goble
38. Jacob Treadway
39. James LaFramboise
40. Jeff Arnett
41. Jennifer Bundten
42. Jenny Stull
43. Jeremy Hatfield
44. Jessica Miller
45. Jessica Tebbetts
46. James Terry
47. Justin Breitenwischer
48. Kandis Stevens
49. Kara Warman
50. Keirstin Prochaska
51. Kelly Watkins
52. Kelsey Hammer
53. Kelsey McKelvie
54. Kendra Williams
55. Kody McCrate
56. Kyla Cleere
57. Lauren and Riley Carrier
58. Levi Coward
59. Loudon Osborn
60. Mackenzie Hawley
61. Mariah Armstrong
62. Marissa Valdez
63. Matt Austin
64. Miranda Ries
65. Monica Geeke
66. Morgan McCloud
67. Mykenzie Niemann
68. Nathaniel Coleman
69. Olivia Fazekas
70. Olivia Nowak
71. Payton Hertel
72. Rachel Westgate
73. Reid Bakus
74. Robert Moore
75. Ryan Scherlitz
76. Sabrina Covell
77. Sarah Humphries
78. Silas Rebottaro
79. Tricia Calkins
80. Tyler Slocum
81. Vicki Martinez
82. Wyatt Cadmus
83. Tatum Harvey
84. Savannah Ziegler
85. Amber Flores
86. Andrew Entrup
87. Ariel Sears
88. Arin Morgan
89. Ashley Higgins
90. Baylee Beyer
91. Bryant Hagemann
92. Brynly Cubberly
93. Corbin Karle
94. Courtney Herron
95. Emily Watson
96. Evan Eldred
97. Ian Quick
98. Jayna Maichele
99. Josh Arbini
100. Kalah Jeffrey
STANDOUTS

Best Smile

Best Hair

Best Eyes
STANDOUTS

Class Clowns

Most Accessorized

Cutest Couple
Most Likely to...

be the next American Idol

be a movie star

be class Valedictorian

Win the Noble Prize
In honor of Cheyanne, these 7th graders played "Yellow Submarine" by The Beatles.
Salem Wade
Shelby Wagner
Zachary Wagner
Jennifer Wahl
Samantha Walker
Megan Walkowe
Zachory Walkowe

Sydney Walsh
Leah Wathen
Hannah Waynick
Lydia Waynick
Willow Weisenfeld
Juan Welch
Justin Wenger

Ashley West
Deven Wheeler
Andrew Whelan
Hailey Whitehead
Harley Whitehead
Hayden Whitehead
Nicholas Wielgus

Mikkala Wilcox
Zachary Witte
Christopher Wolf
Gregory Wonnell
Lance Wood
Amanda Zajechowski
5th Grade Activities
5th Grade

Katharine Allen
Emilia Alvarez
Ricardo Amador
Sage Anstett
Skyler Applegate
Cecilia Arnett
Nicholas Austin

Kellie Bailey
Frederick Banker
Kameron Barlow
Lucas Barron
Emily Bartenslager
Emily Bauer
Joshua Bauer

Gabriel Bechtol
Alexander Beguhn
Drew Benschoter
Dustin Bevins
Aldren Biayer
Amber Bliven
Terra Bokor

Hunter Bowers
Zackary Breeding
Noah Brigman
Airiss Broussard
Vaulee Broussard
Brianna Brown
Kendall Brown

Nicholas Brown
Hugh Buchanan
Jayden Buckley
Brice Bundtzen
Jose Burchaga
Michael Burns
Morgan Cadmus

Clarissa Call
Andrew Cameron
Alaina Carr
Emily Carrier
Courtney Carter
Jacob Caywood
Angela Chicosky

Trisha Clark
Jackson Clary
Luke Cleere
Janell Cluckey
Lukas Coker
Brookelynn Colf
Bryce Colf

Hannah Collier
Hailey Cook
Daphne Conwin
Dominico Coscarelli
Jennelle Crawford
Margaret Curley
Nicholas Curtis
8th and 7th Grade Orchestra
8th Grade Choir
8th Grade Football

Black Team

Orange Team

1st Down Gibby!

Punch It In!

Bring Him Down!

Go Indians!
8th grade Volleyball

Coach Spotts
#7 Kathryn Mascarenas
#25 Mykenzie Nieman
#24 Savana Gilgallon
#33 Payton Hertel
#22 Hannah Betzoldt
#11 Sharon Kaska
#5 Keirstin Prochaska
#33 Jillian Rebottaro
#26 Hailey Wright
#4 Claire Burnett
#6 Allie Stocker
#23 Haley Frederick
#9 Mackenzie Hawley
#17 Jordan Kreger
#4 Kelly Watkins
#10 Olivia Nowak
#3 Cassandra Brown
#15 Morgan McCloud
7th grade Volleyball

Front Row: Karmyn Wilford, Andrea Raetzl, Kassidy Connors, Kylie Perkins, Paige Sparrow, Taylor Hartman, Chloe Rudd, Haliegh Griewahn, Paige Rupley
Back Row: Whitney Hite, Kayla Wild, Tyffani Bryan, Taylor Mareches, Morgan Skelton, Abby Marko, Sarah Darling
Coach Kimberly Foley
Wyatt Cadmus, Nate Coffin, Nate Coleman, Andrew Waite, Jimmy Terry, Grant Anschuetz, Evan Cadmus, Evan Eldred, Alex Gillen, Silas Rebottaro, Jordan Ray, Trevor Willis, Josh Arbini, Jeff Arnett, Kody McCrate, Nate Brady

Head Coach: Mike McDowell
Asst. Coach: Ed Oxley
Nathaniel Smith, Jamien Glover, Zach Watkins, Andrew Kapnick, Brent Boukis, Sam Benschoter, Liam Deland, Jaff Case, Andrew Lacey, Dylan Smith, Tanner Fugate, Chris Mason, Max Benedict, Bogie Trout, Tom Mammel, Joey Witt, Blaine Cytlak, Jakob Coker, Noah Wilett, Garrett Prieur

*Head Coach: Eric Long*

*Asst. Coach: Don Harbour*
8th Grade Cheerleading

Eighth Grade Football
Shaina Boyd, Paxton Brown, Ariana Farzin, Taylor Haggard, Sami Hebert, Ashley Higgins, Corbin Karie, Erica Keller, Jessica Kusch, Lauren Litigot, Amber Regan, Michelle Roberts, Ariel Sears, Anastasia Smith, Chloe Stitt, Diamond Tirado, Tiffany Wolf, Paige Wright, Savannah Ziegler, Illyanna Mensah, Rebecca Jung
Coach: Kimberly Schmidt

Eighth Grade Basketball
Baylee Beyer, Paxton Brown, Haley Frederick, Monica Geekie, Taylor Haggard, Sami Hebert, Tori Helsel, Courtney Herron, Ashley Higgins, Kalah Jeffrey, Rebecca Jung, Elissa Kedziorek, Jessica Kusch, Illyanna Mensah, Amber Regan, Ariel Sears, Anastasia Smith, Chloe Stitt, Courtney Tirado
Coach: Kimberly Schmidt
7th Grade Cheerleading

Seventh Grade Football
Samantha Bauer, Maddison Blaska, Kelsey Bogrow, Haylee Callison, Emily Ford, Jackilyn Gotz, Jennifer Hebert, Chelsea Higgins, Brianne Hunter, Callie Jones, Bethaney Ketola, Kaitlin Rafalski, Amber Smith, Kimberly Willbrandt, Ali Wright
Coach: Kimberly Schmidt

Seventh Grade Basketball
Samantha Bauer, Kelsey Bogrow, Haylee Callison, Kassidy Connors, Marlena Downs, Sadie Hampel, Jenny Hebert, Brianne Hunter, Bethany Ketola, Anna Langer, Maggie Liuska, Kaitlin Rafalski, Alexis, Roberst, Anna Shadley, Shelby Stames, Brianna Wiemer, Brittany Ziegler
Coach: Kim Schmidt
Girls Basketball

(Bk.-Ft) Karmyn Wilford, Whitdey Hite, Madison Howe, Tyffani Bryan, Paige Rupley, Abigail Marko, Paige Sparrow, Maggie Ross, Taylor Hartman, Morgan Skelton, Kylie Perkins, Abany LaGore, Hannah Garrison
Coach Foley

(FR-L-R) Kara Warman, Cassandra Brown, Jordan Kreger, Olivia Nowak, Kelly Watkins, Madison Tedora, Brooke Mostowy (BR-L-R) Mackenzie Hawley, Cassidy Behnke, Hannah Betzoldt, Savana Gilgallon, Haley Frederick, Claire Burnett
Wrestling

8th Grade Roster
Jacob Blythe
Nate Brady
Austin Buchanon
Wyatt Cadmus
Cody Cooley
Jack Dick
Chris Hawkins
Kody McCrate
Xavier Rodriguez
Tristin Sedler
Matthew Spiteri
Kaleb Tabor
Jacob Treadway
Mike Turner
Brandon Warren
Nick Wyatt

7th Grade Roster
Sam Anklin
Ryan Eaton
Michael Flores
Jordan Fussman
Jacob Hilobuk
Joey Hilton
Kyle Humphries
Trent Jacob
Noah Lane
Joshua Marcum
Evan Marcum
Mitch Meger
Landon Pleham
Bryan Tripp
Luke Vandenberg
Jared Wild
SWIMMING
Nick Schnur, Bryant Hagemann, Dylan Coleman, Jared Waite, Nathan Mueller, Clinton Oleberg, Ben Boettcher, Austin Boast, Ben Russell, James Gilbey, Chloe Rudd, Chelsea Higgins, Ashley Dempsey, Kayla Wild, Elyssa Hendrick
In the picture on the right:
Kalah Jeffrey, Paige Wright,
Morgan McCloud,
Riley Carrier and Lauren Carrier.
CROSS COUNTRY

Coach McDowell, A. Greene 5th, A. McDowell 6th, S. Anklin 7th, M. Kegerris 7th, N. Lane 7th, C. Trainor 7th, B. Boettcher 8th, G. Lopez 8th, M. Spiteri 8th, A. Waite 8th, J. Waite 8th B. Posten 7th, M. Williams 7th, K. Hammer 8th, J. Tebbetts 8th

The girls at the Onstead Meet all received medals and placed 4th overall. Good job Girls!!
Track Heros

2011
8th Grade: Evan Eldred, Savant Gilgallon, Lexi Walker, Elijah Waynick
7th grade: Cameron Brosamer, Kyle Brown, Justin Gilgallon
6th grade: David Gerding, Foster Kusz, Aisha Scott
5th grade: Addison Czartoski, Cana Gray-Lion, Kendall Brown, Kierra Manley, Luke Cleere, Sarah Wilkerson, Trisha Clark, Navi Turner
Coach: Mrs. Keffer
"A great way to involve the kids in the community:

"raking was fun, in more ways than one :)"

"It was for a good cause."

"A great way to involve the kids in the community."
Students were required to select a biome to study, construct a birdhouse that would best fit within selected biome, and allow survival for a species of bird within the biome.

Students read *Heading West* chapter books and recreated some aspect of settler life during that time period.
Halloween 2010
Alice and Wonderland
Science Olympiad
Dances!!
Happenings 2010-2011

Mrs. Smith Cut 9 inches off her hair and donated it to Locks of Love

Mrs. Hoffmeister Cut 11 inches of her hair!

Mrs. Racine Due June 6

Mrs. Davis Due June 12

Mrs. Marshall Due July 10

Baby Leo McInchak
Born 4/7/11
Mary Tommelein

Best Wishes To You!
Enjoy your retirement!
AUTOGRApHS